Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

n. [disobedience of authority] defiance; rebelliousness;
recalcitrance; contumacy; insurgency; insurrection; mutiny;
sedition

tractability

Word
insubordination

Related words:
insubordinate: adj. not submitting to authority; disobedient
contumacious
insurgent: adj. rising up against established authority;
rebellious; insurrectionary:
insularity ®

n. [characteristic of islanders, esp. when regarded as narrowminded, illiberal or unsophisticated] insulation; narrowmindedness

insuperable

adj. [that which cannot be overcome or crossed over]
insurmountable; unconquerable; impassable; overwhelming

integrate

1.
2.

cosmopolitanness

v. [to make into a whole or complete by adding or bringing
together parts] unify; combine; incorporate; mix; blend
v. [to open a place to members of all races and ethnic
groups] desegregate

intelligentsia

n. [the educated and intellectual elite of the society(often used
derogatorily)] intellectuals; literati

inter

v. [to put a dead body into a grave or tomb] bury; tomb; entomb;
inhume

disinter; exhume;
unearth

Analogy: inter : burial :: obliterate : removal
interloper

n. [a person who intrudes on the privacy or property of others
without permission] intruder; trespasser; encroacher; meddler
Related Words:
interlope: v. to intrude or meddle in other’s affairs; intrude

intervene

v. [to come or be in between, usually so as to hinder or halt an
action] interfere; interpose; intercede; mediate

intractable ®

adj. [difficult to manage or mould; unyielding] inflexible;
stubborn; obstinate; recalcitrant; unmanageable; monolithic

amenable

intransigence ®

n. [stubbornly refusing to compromise] intractability; inflexibility

pliancy; docility; yielding

Analogy:
intransigent : yield :: ephemeral : abide
intransigent : acquiesce :: deferential : offend
intuition

n. [the direct knowing or learning of something without the
conscious use of reasoning] insight; premonition; sixth sense

ratiocination; reasoning

inundate ®

v. [to flood; to overwhelm with a great amount of anything]
deluge; submerge; engulf; swamp; flood

desiccate; drain

inured ®

adj. [accustomed to something difficult or painful] hardened;
habituated

inexperienced

Analogy: inured : tolerance :: addicted : dependency
invective ®

n. [a strong and abusive verbal attack characterised by
criticisms, blames and insults] denunciation; vituperation;
condemnation; harangue; tirade

flattery

Analogy: invective : abusive :: polemic : disputatious
inveigh

v. [to complain or protest bitterly] rant; rail; reproach

inverse

adj. [opposite] reversed; converse; transposed

laud

